Information 24h / 6h / 100 km / 19th October 2020
Even with many restrictions, we really believed to the end that we could save the essential to give you the opportunity to race in a competition that you have been waiting such a long
time for.

We are forced to cancel the event.
We had looked into the entire organisation, considered all the solutions in order to respect the sanitary
measures, prepared our teams!!! In vain.
The new prefectural decree of 17th October setting the directives applicable immediately, without
counting on the probable curfew that will be announced at the end of the week, forces us to announce
this very bad news:
This epidemic will leave many marks and it will take time to heal the wounds.
You undoubtedly prepared yourselves even more than usual and we were certain that you were going
to achieve really great performances on our circuit which is now a world reference!
Of course, it is only sport, but it seemed so important to us to be able to organise this competition
even with the restrictions that you would have accepted.
And what can we say about our 1st 100 km for which we "struggled" so hard to obtain the FFA label!!!
there again we knew that there would have been some very high-level performances!
Some had chosen not to run in the French Championships and to trust our organisation. What a huge
disappointment!
Disappointment also for all the involved volunteers who wished to maintain the event. So frustrating!!
For us, but obviously, especially for you who are frustrated not to be able to satisfy your passion.
To date, the announced sanitary measures – behind closed doors, curfew, 1 athlete per 4m², no rest
stations, no catering, etc.... we have to capitulate.
The Ultra is a marvellous "ground" of humility, respect and conviviality and just like you it is what we
like. So, we will emerge stronger and more determined.
We look forward to seeing you in our next edition, we will keep you informed.
See you soon.
The ‘Albi24Heures’ Team

